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I. THE PROBLEM
During recent years there has been a marked tendency to
delete from the course in arithmetic for the grades, such
subjects as; apothecaries* weight, present worth an-.^. true dis-
count, partial payments, foreign exchange, cube root, alli-
gation, and other similar topics. This is adapting the course
in arithmetic to the child by eliminating topics of small
social value.
Last year, while the writer was helping to analyze text-
books for their use of fractions, many sections of decimals
thrust themselves forward for continued consideration. These
fifth grade textbooks very generously provide drill material
involving the use of decimals. How much of all represented
therein is actually used in life situations among ordinary
folk?
In a descriptive booklet of the Standard Service Arith-
metics (I) may be found the following:
"it is important to learn to read anc! use the deci-
mal form of numbers, because this form of v/riting is seen
in many places. Ask the members of the class to collect
a list showing various uses of decimals. One fifth grade
class found nine different uses of decimals in magazines.
These included sv-oh illustrations as the size of a ball-
oon tire ( 32 X 5*77 ); the wave length ( 485. ^ ) of a
broadcasting station etc."
Bountiful drill in decimals seems unnecessary to teach
the ordinary person to find wave lengths on radio dials from
I. Meyers, G. vV. Fun in Arithmetic. Standard Service Arith-
metics. Scott, Forsman and Company, New York.
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printed programs and when a similar person needs a new auto-
mobile tire he does not need to find his old tire's measures
with a tape measure, paper and pencil, he simply quotes the
figures found on the old tire or tells the garage man his
car's name, model and date. Often the mechanic knows the pa-
tron's car so that all that is necessary is to ask for a new
tire.
The following uses for decimals present themselves. United
States money is extensively used, while averages, simple per-
cents, time, distance in sports and wave lengths in broadcast-
ing call for a limited knowledge of decimals. It is to be ex-
pected that highly specialized workmen in a few occupations
may use more involved figuring than the average person who
usually needs only a simple reading knowledge.
In actual life situations one seldom finds the need of
adding a column of six addends of two places with two and
three digits, or of dividing 75.25 by I ^ or .0063 by .003.
Nor does one have such as the following provided fcr simply
placement of the decimal point; 637.2 X .7 = 46004, These are
found in standard tests in arithmetic (2) which are designed
for testing the children's knowledge of arithmetic as it is
presented in their textbooks.
Of a few investigations that have contributed a teit of
helpful data the following are sighted:
2, Taken from the Monroe Diognostic Tests. Public School
Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, and Y/oody-Mc-
Call Mixed Fundamentals. Form IV. Teachers College, Col-
umbia University, New York,
Ic
I
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I
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1. In I9I9 Dr. 'vVilson (3) made a survey of the atithme-
tic used by parents of school children. Among his results
may be found that of 21,898 mathematical processes, seven,
or .0003 percent were in decimals. This is typical of other
surveys made by Mr. V/ise, I'r, V/ood and Mr. Patton who found
little use for decimals other than those in money and per-
cent.
2. In 1924 decimals were not included in the list of
subjects for partial elimination proposed by the National
Education Association. (4)
3. In 1930 among disabilities in college student arith-
metic their displacement and disregard cf the decimal point
are listed by Mr. Arnold (5) who recommends drill suffi-
cient to eradicate the difficulty. As the decimal point is
the essential factor of decimals, it is clear that those
students utterly failed to grasp the main idea of the sub-
ject. Is a series of figures with no decimal point a
decimal?
4. A study by The Committee of Seven (6) recommended
the placement of decimals in schools in relation to mental
3. 'lilson, G-. M. Chairman Committee on Arithmetic Revi-
sion. Addresses and Proceedings of the Sixty-second An-
nual meeting of the National Education Association (1924)
7/ashington, D. C. p. 325.
4. '.Vilson, G-S M. Arithmetic in Schools. School and Spciety.
(August 9, 1924) p. 176.
5» Arnold, H. J, Arithmetic Disabilities. Elementary School
Journal. (December 1930) p. 259-69.
6. Gillet, H. 0. The Placement of Arithmetic Topics. Jour-
nal of the National Education Association XX (June I93I)
p. 199-200.
r
4ages of children as follows:
"Minimum Optimum
Yr. Mo. Yr. Mo.
Addition and
subtraction 10 II 12 6
Division 13 0 14 10
Fractions and
decimals II 6 13 10
Case one percent 12 4 13 II"
This scheme would defer work in decimals, except work
in addition and subtraction, until the junior high school
work is reached.
5» Recently Dr. /-'ilson (7) discovered that out of four
hundred eighty workmen in the Springfield Arspnal, three or
four only, use decimals in statistics and in high percision
measures. In the guage department the few men who do the
checking know such decimals as ten thousandths of an inch.
Such use of the knowledge of decimals will be learned on the
job v;hile such men are specializing in thfer particular
work.
Extensive search through educational periodicals and in-
dexes published since 1922 has revealed no primary research
in the use of decimals ouside classroom procedure.
To ascertain more definite knowledge of the use of deci-
mals in present day life situations this study will include
7» Wilson, G. M. Seminar in Education Boston University,
Boston, Massachusetts. ( November 1932 )
(A
To ascertain more definite knov/ledge of the use of
decimals in present day life situations this study v/ill
include suirveys of The Q-illette Safety Razor Company and
The American Sugar Refining Company, both of South Boston,
various types of extensively rea.d periodicals, statistics,
and by contrast the appearance of decim^als in fifth grade
textbooks in arithmetic.
In preparing this thesis I v;ish to express my gratitude
for the guidance given by Dr. V/ilson and for the courtesies
shov/n by Ivlr. Zerner and I.'r. Folsom of the industries visited.
r
II. THE PROCEDURE
This study is fact finding. Its purpose is to discover
usage of decimals outside the schoolroom, and then to compare
it with school practices. The plan of v/ork may be shov/n
briefly in outline form as follov/s:
I. In the study of industry;
1. I'Tote the occurance of decimals usedjshov; distri-
bution of the mathematical topics under which they fall;
show distribution of situations and show a sam.ple of
the most difficult decimal figured or read#
2. Shov; the percent or proportion of persons using
decimals, including percents of various v/orkmen and
office force, with the number for each department.
II. In the study of statistics;
1. Study statistics as used in such sources as tables
of comparison of money, ra-tes of exchange, and prices
of comm.oditie s ; discriptions of countries; sports and
v/eather records.
2. Classify the same separately under percentage,
average, measures, monies and others, as factors,
3. iMote the the task of the schools if any.
III. In the study of periodic. Is
;
1. Carry articles and advertisements as separate
divisions,
2, Wote the number of pages of text devoted to
various divisions of decimalf^, and the uses of those
decimals; give samples of the most difficult decimals
and shov7 frequency of each kind of decimal.
cr
73. Rearrange to show frequency of the number of
occurances under each use.
IV. In the study of textbooks;
1. Note the frequency of decimals used in the four
processes classifying them separately for United
States money and simple decimals recorded as others.
2. Record the n'-mber of places with both money and
simple decimals.
3. Rearrange to shoi7 frequency of the number of
occurances under each use,
4. Evaluate in term.s of social usage.
i
III. DECIMALS IN INDUSTRY
The first study is that of The American Sugar Refining
Company of South Boston which has rge plant though a
little smaller than the plant of The Gillette Safety Razor
Company that follovzs for comparison.
The American Sugar Refining Company carries on an exten-
sive business here at home, but has little foreign t»ade. Its
production, refined sugar, is sold in even pound packages, (a)
bags and cases.
In the office the clerks figure in decimals, doing such
examples as adding, subtracting, multiplying ivnd dividing in
finding percent s, averages, and in dividing numbers of arti-
cles by decimals in situations involving the use of United
States money.
In the lauorauuij , men test tfee amounts of solids and
sugar in solutions. The percents of solids and sugar are re-
corded as noted on the test tube used, but these men do no
figuring in decioals though their test tube is marked in
decimals. It is similar to a Eabcock milk tester.
In the factory Piles, Lithuaneans and Swedes who do the
heavy work do no figuring in any decimals, nor do they even
read them for all the arithmetic they need is to knov/ how to
count bags, wheelbarrov; loads, cases or packages and give
numbers to checkers. The machinists figure in decimals but
the mechanics simply read them on guages. The machinists find
adding and subtracting all that is necessary in situations
__
In May four ounce packages of sugar and sugar and cinna-
mon v/ere seen in stores.
r
9requiring measures.
The figures that are presented are largely approximations,
that is the decimal is carried out to six places to get five
places.
^ I'r, Folsora, Superintendent of the company here in Boston,
kindly permitted a satisf : ctory conference on the seventeenth
of February, 1933.

The significant data from the study of The American Sugar
Refining Company are as follov/s. The company is located at 49
G-ranite Street, South Boston, and it refines and packs sugar
in bags, cases and pac'.iagos that are sold almost exclusively
in the United States. Table I shows the distribution of fig-
uring and reading decimals by the five hundred employees.
I. Table Showing the distribution of usage of decimals in
The American Sugar Refining Com/oany.
G-roups of
employee s
Those who
have no
need of
decimals
Those
who only
read
decimals
Those
who
figujbe
decimals
Showing
Ave rage
decimal
used Totals
I.'IachiniGt s 5 .0326 5
Me chani c s 100 .15829 100
Testers 5 60.9 5
Office help 40 87.0748 40
Factory men 350 350
Tot els 350 105 45 500
Percent
s
of total
emplo3''ee s 70 21 9 100
The data above presented in Table I. shows that of the
five hundred employees of The American Sugar Refining Company
three hundred and fifty factory v.'orkers have no need v/hatever
of figuring in decimals or of even reading any decimrls. These
are 70 percent of the total employees. One hundred mechanics
and five testers make up 2i percent of the total employees
who only need a reading knowledge of decimals v/ith no need
of doing any figuring. Five machinists and forty office
clerks, which make up but 9 percent of the total employees
oc
figure in decimals.
Surely such a small percent of employees that use deci-
mals can be trained in schools devoted especially to trades
and "business practices.
Their use of decimals is very limited and the difficulty
is not great as not more than five places are shov/n in the
Table I and only four places are found necessary for the
figuring in decimals.
cc
I. Chart
This graph is to show the usage of decimals in The
American Sugar Refining Company.
>
"To-tal
-for-
ICO^ 7C% 2.1% 9%
This graph is
read as follows: Of
total of 500 employ-
ees, 350 or 70% have
no use for decimals;
10% or 21% need a
reading knowledge of
decimals; 45 or 9%
are all who do any
figuring in decimals.
Chart I
6.
The second study made is that of The G-illette Safety-
Razor Company situated in South Boston. It lias an exten-
sive plant of a few large buildings topped with a signif-
icant electric sign.
Its razors and blades may be found in many countries*
The writer has seen them in very sm^ll shops and large
shops in Europe and the Orient. This provides a variety
of foreign trade for which two women of the accounting
department are employed to figure exclusively in foreign
exchange.
Of the factory force, tv/o hundred forty-eight women
spend all their time wrapping packages of razor blades.
A very few are inspectors who use a weight scale divid-
ed into decimals. Once set, the guage is not changed for
the whole shipment or order. Most of the men and women
in the factory use guages for Tjarious parts of the blades,
"But", said Mr. Zerner, "most of them do not know that
decimals exist". A few may understand the guage they use
but they do no figuring nor do they even need to read
decimals
.
The fifteen draftsmen figure decimals in situations
involving measures as far as eight places; the account-
ants, twenty in number, figure decimals in work needing
averages, percent s and in money; fifteen men who devote
all their time to taking inventory and tv/enty salesmen
figure decimals in averages and oercents as far as four
places to find three places; and twenty-five of the
factory v/orkers are able to read decimals on guages up to
6
five places.
The figures presented are largely approximations. They
were obtained on a visit to the industry on February 17,
1933 v;hen the writer had a long conference v/ith Mr. Zerner,
who is in charge of all the employees of the company*
6
The nost important data found in the study of The §illette
Safety Razor Company are as follov/s» It is located at 15 "west
First Street, South Boston, and manufactures safety razors
and blades which it sends to many countries in packages and
cases "by weight. Tahle II shows the distribution of figuring
and reading in decimals by its seven hundred employees.
II. Table showing the distribution of usage
The Gillette Safety Razor Comipany
of decimals in
Groups of
em.'jloyees
Those v.'ho
have no
need of
decimals
Those
who only
read
aecim.als
Those
figure
decimals
Shov/ing
average
decimal
used Totals
Draftsmen 15 65.43021 15
Accountants 10 20 6.5832 30
Inventory 15 25.314 15
Salesmen 20 5.293 20
y/rappers 248 248
Factory men 347 25 .13602 372
Totals 605 25 70 700
Percents
of total
employee s 86 4 10 100
The data above in Table II shows that of the seven hundred
employees of The Gillette Safety Razor Company, three hundred
forty- seven factory men, two hundred forty-eight wrappers, and
ten of the accountants have no need of decimals. Twenty-five
factory men may need to read decimals on guages. The fifteen
draftsm.en, twenty accountants, fifteen inventory takers, and
tv/enty salesmen figure In decimals. The difficulties are not
great for not more than five places are required on the aver-
6
age by the draftsmen and the reading by the factory men.
The accountants figure to four r:)laces. Very rarely the
draftsmen figure as far as eight places.
Six hundred five or 86 percent of the total employees
have no need of using decimals in any way, twenty-five or
four percent of the total read decimals and seventy, or
ten percent do any figuring in decimals.
As only ten percent of the total employees need to
figure in decimals, it is clear that the training for their
use of decimals can be included in their business training
or in trade schools*
4
II. Chart
This graph is to shov; the usage of decimals in The
Gillette Safety Razor Company
700
This graph is read
as follov/s: Of the
seven hundred employees,
605 or 86% have no use
of decimals at all, 25
or 4/5 are those v;ho need
to be able to read dec-
imals and 70 or lO;^ are
all who figure in
decimals.
605
1^,
25
iOOfo 86% 10%
Chart 2.
i6
It will be Interesting to combine the data in Table I
and Table II for comparison, to find v/hat is significant in
the usage of decimals in the tv/o industries from this small
study. There are twelve hundred men and v/oraen employed by the
tv/o industries of vihom nine hundred fifty-five or 80 percent
have no need at all of using decimals in any W3.y. One hundred
thirty of the total employees need only to be able to read
decimals. These are II percent. One hundred fifteen, or 9
percent are all that figure in decim.als. This data v/ill be
found in Table III below.
III. Table Shov/ing the usage of decimals in The American
Sugar Refining Company and The G-illette Safety Razor
Company
•
The number of
employees v/ho:
American
Sugar ne-
fining
C ompany
Criliette
Safety
Razor
C omipany Totals
Percents
{
of total !
1
Have no need
of decimals 350 605 955
1
00
Only redd
decimals 105 25 130
1
II 1
Figure in
decimsxls 45 70 115
1
9
i
Totals 500 700 1200 100
Table III above is read as follov/s: Of those tv/elve
hundred enployees of both industries, 350 of the American
Sugar Refining Company and 605 of the G-illette Safety Razor
Company making 955 or 80 percent have no need v/hatever of
using decimals in any v;ay; 105 of The Americ- n Sugar Refining
Company and 25 of The G-illette Safety Razor Company making
130 or II percent require only a reading knowledge of
4
decimals and 45 of The American Sugar Refining Company and
70 of The Gillette Safety Razor Company making only 115
or 9 percent do any figuring in decimals.
This YJl^l be followed by a graph.

III. Chart
This graph is to shov; tne use of decimals in the two
industries studied.
This graph is read
as follows: Of the total
employees numbering
twelve hundred, 955 or
80 percent have no need
of using decimals in
any way, I30 or II per-
cent only need to read
decimals and 115 or 9
percent are all who fig-
ure in decimals.
130
/Ifo Use
^0^
TT -
'ico;^ 80% 11% 9%
Chart 3.
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IV. DECIMALS IN STATISTICS
The World Almanac and Year Book of Facts, 1933, a book
of nine hundred forty-eight pages was used because of its
large collection of a variety of statistics.
It seemed best to tabulate its use of decimals as
found under the topics which are headed with small capitol
letters and form definite units even though the subjects
are not uniform in length.
Money is recorded only when it is divided into decimal
parts beyond whole cents as: 3^ cents and 24l thousandths
cents: 3^.241.
Ordinary time was recorded in the same way; that is,
only when occurances of time were split up into decimal
parts such as; 50 seconds and 19 hundredths seconds: 50.19
All the decimals found v/ere simply for informational
reading. There was nothing to be figured at all. Scores
of tables of measures, sports records and discriptions of
countries, many tables of comparisons over series of years
as birth rate, were presented in decimals. From such
sources are recorded the decimals that will be found on
the following pages.

From the World Almanac and Year Book of Facts, 1933
published by The New York World-Telegram, 125 Barclay St.,
Nev7 York, were taken the following information regarding
the use made of decimals, ii'lrst the articles and then the
advertisements were analyzed.
Of I80 total advertisements, only two used decimals at
all and these were but ,01 percent of the whole. There were
five decimals found; caliber .177 three times and .22 two
times. The average use then is one decimal for each 36
advert i seme nt s
.
Of 1524 articles headed with smp^ll black capitol let-
ters, just 266 or 21 percent used decimals. Usage In the
advertisements and articles is classified as follows:
Itemized uses
Frequency of
occurances
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
Percent
Ave rage
Dollars
Feet
Inches
Degrees
Miles
Minute s
Years
Pounds (measure)
Cents
Acres
Square miles
Grams
Francs
Cube root
Square root
Magnitude
Parallax
Atomic weight
Centigrade
Metric tons
Specific gravity
III04
4763
1920
1882
1480
II78
455
355
297
272
253
205
132
119
103
102
102
77547.54
499.0254
233.707
.94708
39.370113
0.08I998I
6.213699
1.57.49
259.2
2.204622341
98.8448
553.9
1.42905
12.7266
4.594
9.539
2.9
.07
1.0)078
0.0086
97
97
92
83
73
68
303.5
0.00272155
0.06289
25140
c
Itemized uses Frequency of
occurances
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
IVI J. U^l CkXillliC
SVi nyt f. nn 0.00440Q24
T nn RX UllO
4?
_^ • X X 17 V_'C
A y»ci Q
xi i C Ci. .777T
ivic; be X
JTv C C 0 ?fti-yj ?T7«4r£1X 1
22
Rmia'pp "Fppf. 22 I07.6'5Q
"Ho
"Tr Q 2T^ X ^6R-2'^Qfi4T'^J • c jy u'-t X >
r*1" r»l 1 +. "PP 21^ X X • wW X
xj X wV l 0 2T^ X
Xi. X X L^iii^ 0 ^ X 0 20 T6-Q'^4702
Q\lfi T»t. S 20 I0.S67I0
/l>jJX1^7 X X \Jl I 17 JJ *
X C7 X XliXXXwil T7X 1 X •
ni2"h1 Tnr»ViP^wLik/Xv' Xilwl
0
X w 22TQ.'=^4
W X CC X XX 0 X J O-'^OOQ'^'^
PmiTi^ f mnnpv ) I'5 T'5.0^67
Eauare meters I^X
_y 7.096s
Hfl r* t. a T^p ITX X
Mi Hi me te rs 11i- X. 2S4-0006
Hii'hi f OP nt, i +. p '^ TOX w T6'^-87T7
wLllJXv</ LUC ut^x 0 TOX \./ 7 ^^iic:^
TOX \J T"^ .07Q4
li 0 X -
.y
TOX - ?Q• cy
LXC4.1 c ixX X VJlllC oc 1 0 TOX w
Q ^T^ Q4XU •i'T^
X 0111 b 0 Q TDTt^ TC;xu J • x_3
A
Ro r* /^Y\ Goc u onu. 0 7f
YpnX c 11 7 ?RTT -. SX X •
^
r!a T 1 "hp r> c
-> T77• -1. 1 f
Vol 1 1 TTiP c; 0-Q20
P'fl 0 + 0 QX^ CtV^ L) \JX 0 4 T -07S
Sauare vards 4 4.9600'5
Knots 3 26.06
Lei 3 813.58
G-ramme 2 3.75000
Milligrams 2 26.05
Are ometer I 99.17355
Carats I 40.23
25930

24
Itemized uses Frequency of
occurances
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
25930
Centiares
Centimeter
Chain
G-old
Individual
Micron
Pecks
Peos
Piasters
Quadratkil orae te r
Q,uadratmeter
Rod
Square centimeter
Square inch
Store
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
3.30579
.1
I. 51 51
999.99
159.9
.001
2.05
2,27
97.5
15.42347
3.30579
6,0606
.01
62.7264
12,6
Total uses 81, 25945 decimals used in the whole
book.
The above data shows that in 266 articles 25940 deci-
mals were used in the Year Book for 1933. These are class-
ified under 80 different uses. The most difficult decimals
used are: one of ten places, two of nine places and sixty-
four of eight places. The average use of decimals per art-
icle is seventeen and the average use of decimals per ad-
vertisements is one for each thirty-^lx. A summary of the
decimals used in both articles and advertisements is; five
for advertisements and 25940 for the articles making a tot-
al of 25945 throughout the whole book. There are eighty uses
in the articles and one in advertisements making eighty-one.
The eighty-one different uses in one book makes a large
collection and yet they can be placed under a few main heads
which is done on the next page, in a rearrangement.

25
It will be interesting to rearrange the total decimals,
25945, into the following subjects: Of the total number,
III04 were in percents, 7527 v/ere in vai^oue measures, 4763
were in averages, 2352 were in different kinds of money,
and 199 were in miscellaneous items such as factors and
stores. Of the total of ICO percent, 43 percent were in
percents, 30 percent were in measures, 15 percent were in
averages, 10 percent v/ere in monies and .01 percent vrere
in others. These are shown in a table belov-:
TV Table to show frequency of occurances clf :> ssi i led by ust
Uses
Frequency of
occurances
r e c € n t s
of total
Percents III04 43
Measure s 7527 30
Averages 4763 15
Monies 2352 10
Others 100 CT
Totals 25945 99
The reading of Table IV above is as follows: Of
25945 total occurances, III04 or 43 percent are in percents,
7527 or 30 percent are in m.easures, 4763 or 15 percent are
in averages, 2352 or 10 percent are in differet monies, and
199 or .01 percent are under other subjects as factors and
one individual man.
5c
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Another arrangement of decimals that was found in the
7/orld Almanac shows their use according to the number of
places under which they may be clas; ified. It is interest-
ing to note that with the exception of one occura.nce, all
decimals under percents are carried no further than to the
third place. A consideration of averages shows that all are
included jinder four places and that 94 percent are under the
first three places. It is surprising to find that e.ll monies*
decimals fall under none larger than six places for the
figures are from all countries of the vrorld in tables for
comparison of money, rates of exchange and prices of commod-
ities in those countries; 89 percent of these occurances
are within the first three places.
The t?/o nine place decimals are the pound and the meter,
and the one ten place decimal v/as a kilogramme. All three are
measures from ta.bles of comparisons.
A further study of the totals i-tveals the fact that of
the 259^5 occurances of decim.als in these statistics, about
96 percent are within three places and only 4 -oercent are
carried further than three places. Surely the use of decimals
in such a generous field as The ",:orld Alm.anac is a simple
problem since no figuring is required; only a reading
knov/ledge •
The data in i'able V which follov/s on the next page will
shov; TTiOre clearly v/hat has been written above.
cI
V. Table to show distribution of decimals
according to the number of places
in the World Almanac,
Places Percent
s
Measure s Averages Monie s Others Totals Fercents
One 9066 4043 3492 II48 198 17947 .691
Two I7I8 23215 967 5:^4 0 5540 .214
Three 319 465 16 410 I I2II .047
Four I 234 288 66 0 589 .023
Five 0 344 24 0 368 ,014
Six 0 48 0 170 0 218 0OO9
Seven 0 5 0 0 .0001
Eight 0
1
64
I
0 0 0 64 .0024
Nine 0 2 0 0 0 2 ,00007
Ten 0 I 0 0 0 I .00003
Totals III04 7527 4763 2352 199 25945 1.00060
Table No. V above is read as follows: Of III04 decimals in
percent s, 9066 are of one place, I718 are of two places, 319
are of three places, and I is carried to the fourth place. Of
the 7527 decimals in measures, 4043 are of the first place,
2321 are of two places, 465 are of three places, 234 are of
four places, 344 are of five places, 48 are of six places, 5
are of seven places, 64 are of eight places, 2 are of nine
places and I is of the tenth place. Of 4763 decimals in aver-
ages, 3492 are of the first place, 967 are of two places, I6
are of three places, 288 ape of four places. Of 2352 decimals
under monies, Il48 are of one place, 534 are of two places,
410 are of three places, 66 are of four places, 24 are of
cc
five places and 170 are of six places. Of 199 decimals
under others, 198 are of one place and one is of three
places.
Of the 259^5 occurances in the whole "book, 179^7 or
0691 percent are of the first place, 55^1-0 or o21k percent
are of two places, I2II or .047 percent are of three
places, 589 or .023 percent are of four places, 368 or
•0l4 are of five places, 218 or .009 percent are of six
places, 5 or .0001 percent are of seven places, 64 or
.0024 percent are of eight places, two or .00007 percent
are of nine places and one alone, or .00003 percent is of
the tenth place.
c
This graph Ic to shov,' how the 259^5 occurances of decimals
In Statistics are placed as to difficulties of places. They are
distributed under ten places. It is read as follows:
25945
17937
55.40
25945 is the total number occurances
17937 is the total under one place
5540 is the total under two places
I^II is the total under three places
589 is the total under four places
368 is the total under five places
218 is the total under six places
5 is the total under seven places
64 is the total under eight places
2 is the total under nine places
I is the total under ten places
1211
589
368
218 5
ZZl c
64
Chart 4.
c
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III. DECII.'IALS IN PERIODICALS
Of several periodicals analyzed, the fourteen follov/ing
were considered sufficient to shov; the comparison of the use
of decimals in technical and non-technical material as these
include a lar^e variety of interests such as in industries,
chemistry, housekeeping, transportation, business, mechanics,
education and generr.l information. The follov.'ing were observ-
ed read by many people in the Boston Public Library; The At-
lantic Monthly, Bus Transportation, G-ood Housekeeping, Iron
Age, Oil, Faint and Drug Reporter, Scribner's
,
Shoe and
Leather Reporter, Textile Y/orld,and The Personalist. The
five following v/ere chosen from the periodicals in the library
of The School of Education, Boston University, because of
their wide use among educators; I;Iathematics Teacher, Journal
of Educational Research, The Instructor, The International
Journal of Ethics and Religious Education.
Such subjects as editorials, book reviews, stories, nevis
,
market • nd sports reports are included under articles. Such
as commodities, life insurance, and such things presented
definitely for sale and with prices included are classified
under advert isem.ents.
cf
I. Technical Periodicals
I. Bus Transportation. McG-raw-Hill Publishing Company.
330 W. 42nd Stteet, New York. November 1932.
Vol.11 No. II.
a. Articles
Numb er
of pages
38
Uses of
decimals
Percent
Average
Drivers
Hours
Failures
People
Tires
Inches
Years
lYiles
Number of
occurances
476
70
21
3
3
3
I
I
I
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal Used
8.92
29.2
1. 15
20.18
.238
24,4
12.00
0.010
3.85
19.34
Total occurances 582
b. Advertisements
Number
of adds.
72
Uses of
decimals
Miles
Percents
Average
Total occurances
Number of
occurances
7
5
_I
15
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
185.50
17.09
2.72
Summary
Total occurances in articles 582
Total occurances in advertisements 15
Occurances in Bus Transportation 597
4>
0
The Iron Age. 239 West 39th Street, New York.
December I
, 1932
a. Articles
Number Uses of
of pages decimals
43 Bore and
stroke
Percent
Average
Total occurances
b. Advertisements
Number of
occurances
I
I
14
16
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
2.2
2.3
12.7
Number
of adds.
267
Uses of
Decimals
Percent
Lathe swing
Average
Number of
o6curances
3
I
I
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
99.99
0.00059
1.6
Total occurances
Total occurances in The Iron Age
Articles 16
Advertisements
Total 21
cc
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The I'jlathematics Teacher. 525 V/est 1 20th
Street, New York. December 1932
a. Articles
Indicating the
Number Uses of Number of most difficult
of pages decimals occurances decimal used
53 Coeficient
of correl-
ation 196 .024
Equation I4 2.234
Weight 13 1.0
Median 6 50.6
Coef. of
variation 5 16.96
Percent 3 .09
Error .62
Total 239
b. Advertisements
Indicating the
Number Uses of Number of most difficult
of adds. decimals occurances decimal used
6
Total occurances in The Mathem.atics Teacher
Articles 239
Advertisements 0
Total 239

Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 12 G-old Street
New York. February 20, 1933.
a. Articles
Number
of pages
29
Uses of
Qecimals
Percent
Number of
occurances
51
Indicating the
most
difficult
decimal used
1.750
b. Advertisements
Number Uses of
of adds, decimals
127 Percent
Number of
occurance s
8
Indicating
most difficult
decimal used
130.135
Summary-
Total occurances in articles 51
Total occurances in advertisements
_8
Total occurances in Oil, Paint etc. 59

Journal of Educational Research, Public School Pub-
lishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois.December 1932.
a. Articles
Numbe r
of pages
Uses of
decimals
Number of
occurances
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
79 Mean and
median 184 .00
Percent 112 .7
Rank 78 24.0
Ave rage 29 2.24
Differences 19 5.01
Q,uartlle 34 72.5
Equation 10 1.036
Reliability 4 .88
Advantage 3 .1
Coeficlent 2 .8253
Chahge I* Q,. 2 3.71
Correlation 2 .014
Error 3 .31
I.Q. Points I 6.6
ranees 483
b. Advertisements
Number of
advertisements
Uses of
decimals
4
Summary
Total occurances in articles 483
Total occurances in advertisements 0
Occurances in Jour. Educ. Re sear. 483
c#
Shoe and Leather Reporter. 21© Lincoln Street , Boston
Mascachusetts. December 3, 1932.
a, Article s
Number
of pages
27
Uses of
decimals
Percent
Liters
Proportion
Ratio
Shoes
Total occurances
Number of
occurance s
10
7
I
I
_I
20
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
63.2
10.5
5.T
6.1
6.5
b. Advertisements
Number of
adds.
34
Uses of decimals
Total occurances in articles 20
Total occurances in advertisements 0
Occurances in Shoe and Lea, Rep. 20
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7. Textile World, McG-rav;-Hlll Publishing Company,
330 West 42nd Street, New York. November 1932.
a. Articles
Number
of pages
57
Uses of
decimals
Weight
Twist
Percent
Silk strip-
ing
Factors
Number of
occurances
42
13
II
Total occurances
7
_5
ITS
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
183.423
5.33
6.007
10.5
4.08
b. Advertisements
Number
of add Si
242
Uses of
decimals
Hank
Draft
Propertie s
Vifarp
Pounds
Speed range
Number of
occurances
30
22
7
I
I
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
.84
16.3
0.318
7.50
1.5
8,1
Total occurances 63
78
Summary-
Total occurances in articles
Total occurances in advertisements 6
Total occurances in Textile V/orld l4l

VI. Table to show the uses of decimals in technical period-
icals comparing those in articles with those in advertise-
ment s
Articles Advertisements
Periodicals
Page s Uses
Fre
quen
Num
her
adds. Uses
quen
cy
Bus Trans-
Dor * tion 38 Percents
Averages
Measures
476
70
6
72 Percents
Ave rages
Measures
5
3
7
The Iron
Age 43 Percents
Averages
Others
I
14
I
267 Percents
Measures
ULne rs
3
I
T1
Mathema—
tics
Teacher 53 Percents
Measures
Others
3
13
2^3
6
Oil. Paint.
Dr^ag Rep, 29 Percents 51 127 Percents 8
Journal Ed-
ucational
Re search 79 Percents
Ave rage s
Ethers
112
313
158
4
Shoe and
LieaLne r
Reporter 27 Percents
Others
10
10
34
Textile
World 57 Percents
Measure s
Others
II
42
25
242 Measures
Others
I
62
Totals 326 1469 752 91
The data in Table VI. shows that there are 1469 total oc-
curances on 326 pages of articles in the technical magazines.
e
This is at the rate of 4.5 decimals to each page. It also
shows that there are ninety-one occurances in 752 advertise-
mants v/hich is at the rate of one decimal to each 8.26 adver-
tisements or .12 decimal for each advertisement. It is inter-
esting to compare these figures with those of non-technical
periodicals on following pages.
The data in Table YI . is also summerized in Table VII to show
totals of occurances in percents, measures, averages and others.
It will be seen that the largest number of occurances are under
percents in the articles and others in advertisements.
VII Table to show the summary of the
technical periodicals
uses of deciraa Is in
Articles Advertisements Totals
Use s Frequency Uses Frequency
Percents 664 Percents 16 680
Ave rage s 339 Average s 3 342
Measures 19 Measures 9 28
Others 447 Others 63 510
Totals 1469
1
91 1560
The summary presented in Table VII is read as follov/s;
Of 1560 total occurances in technical periodicals, 1469 are
in articles and 91 are in advertisements. Of l469 occurances,
664 are in percents, 339 in averages, 19 in measures and 447
in others. Of 91 occurances in advertisements, 16 are in per-
cents, 3 in averages, 9 in measures and 63 in others. Of I56O
total occurances, 680 are in percents, 342 in averages, 28 in
measures, and 510 are in others.
#1
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II. Non-Technical Periodicals
I. The Atlantic Monthly. 8 Arlington Street, Boston,
Massachusetts, January 1933
•
a. Articles
Number Uses of
of pages decimals
Number of
occurance s
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
139
b. Advertisements
Number
of adds.
87
Uses of
decimals
Percent
Number of
occurance
s
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
89.5
Total occurances in Atlantic Monthly
2, Good Housekeeping. International Magazine Co. 57th
Street at 8th Ave, New York. Jt^nuary 1933
a. Articles
Number Uses of
of pages decimals
120
b. Advertisements
Number Uses of
of adds. decimals
304 Percent
Number of
occurance s
Number of
occurances
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
Indicating the
most difficult
decimal used
99. AA
Total occurances in G-ood Housekeeping

The Instructor. 51^-516 Cutler Building, Rochester,
New York. November, 1932.
a. Articles numbered 57 with no occurances. of decimals.
b. Advertisements numbered 95 v/ith no occurances.
The International Journal of Ethics. University of
Chicago Press. Chicago, Illinois. January, 1933*
a. Articles
Indicating the
Number Uses of Number of most difficult
of pages decimals occurances decim.al used
251 Coeffi-
cient I .931
b. Advertisements numbered 2 with no occurances.
The Personalist. University of Southern California.
Los Angeles, California. January, I933»
•a. Articles numbered 73 v:ith no occurances . of decimals,
b. Advertisements numbered 2 with no occurances.
Religious Ed.ucation. The Religious Education Associ-
ation. 404 N. V/esley Ave. Mount Morris, Illinois.
January, 1933
•
a. Articles
Indicating the
Number Uses of Number of most difficult
of pages decimals occurances decimal used
91 Percent 6 37-98
b. Advertisements numbered 5 with no occurances.
c
7» Scribner's. Charles Scribner* s Sons. Publishers.
597 Fifth Avenue, New York. March 1933.
a. Articles
Indicating the
Number Uses of Number of most difficult
of pages decimals occurances decimal used
64 Bushels I 1.94
Percent 3 19.
I
b. Advertisements numbered 81 with no occurances.
B
VIII. Table to show the summary of the data of non-techni-
cal periodicals to compare those in advertisements
and articles
Article s 1 Advertisements
Periodicals Page s Uses
Fre-
quen-
cy
1
Num-
ber
adds. Uses
Fre-
quen-
cy
n uxanui
c
Monthly 139 • • • • 87 Percent T
Good House-
keeping 120 • • • • 304 Percent I
The Instru-
ctor 57 • • • 0 95 • • • •
Inter. Jour.
Ethics
251 Others I 5 • • • •
The Person-
alist 73 . • • • 2 o • * .
Religious
Education 91 Percent
s
6 5 • • . .
Scribner'
s
64 Percents
Measures
3
I
81 . • • .
Totals 795 II 579 2
From the above data in Table VII i it appears that there
are eleven or 81 percent decimals in percents, one or 9 per-
cent in measures and one or 9 percent in others which total
only 13 decimals in the s@wn hundred nlnety-fiVe'pagfes. of
the seven non-technical periodicals.
#I
IX Table to show the summary of use
in seven non-technical periodical
E of decimals found
Article s Advertisements Totals
TT - ^ —Use s Frequency TT , ^ ^Use s Frequency
Percents 9 Percents 2 II
Measure I I
Others I I
Totals II C 13
The summary presented in Table IX is read as follows:
Of thirteen the total occurances in non-technical period-
icals, eleven are in articles and two are in the adver-
tisements. Also of the total, eleven are in percents and
one is in each measure and others. Of eleven total occur-
ances in articles, nine are in percents and one each in
measures and others. The two occurances in advertisements
are in percents.
This is followed v/ith comparisons of the occurances
of decimals in the two groups of periodicals in Table X,
This table is a little complicated, but the significant
data are set forth in the explaination of the table which
follov/s it on the same page.
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A. Tcuble to show the comparison of occurances ii'i technica] c^:--
^ non-technical periodicals according to uses
Technical Fon-technical
Use.£>
Arti
cles
Adver
tise
ment s Totals
Arti
cle s
Adver
tise
raent s Totals Totals
Percents.
of total
'Percents
Averages
Mea sure s
Others
664
339
19
447
16
3
9
63
680
342
28
5X0
9
0
1
1
I
I
2
0
0
0
II
0
I
I
691 '
342
29
511
43
22
02
33
Totals 1560 1573 iUU
Articles
Adds 0
1469
QT
II
p
1480 94
06
of
b oxia± 93 06 007 003
' Percents
of
total oo ,
i
1
The mc>st im]Dortant figure s for compari sons in Table X are
the follovring: Of the total, 1573 occurances in fourteen period-
icals, I56O or 99 percent were in technical and 13 or I percent
was in non-technical periodicals* Of the total decimals, 1480
or 94 percent were in articles and 93 or 6 percent were in ad-
vertisements. Of the total, 1573 occurances, 691 or 43 percent
were in percents, 342 or 22 percent v;ere in averages, 29 or 2
percent were in measures and 511 or 33 percent were in others.
Of the 691 occurances in percents, 680 were in technical and
II were in non-technical periodicals; of 342 occurances in av-
erages all v;ere in technical periodicals; of 29 occurances in
measures, 28 are in technical and I is in non-technical period-
icals; of 511 occurances in others, 510 were in technical and
one *as in non-technical periodicals.
(
In comparing the occurances in all the periodicals
according to their distribution on pages of articles
and in advertisements, it is found that of 1573 which
is the total number of decimals, l480 were on II2I pages
of articles and 93 were in I33I advertisements at the
rates of 1.3 decimal for each page of articles and one
decimal for each l4,3 advertisements.
In the technical periodicals there were 156O occur-
ances of which l469 v;ere in articles and 91 were in adver-
tisements, permiting 4,5 decimals per page ano decir
mal to each 8.26 advertisements.
In the non-technical periodicals there v/ere thirteen
occurances bf v.'hich eleven were in articles and two v.^ere
in advertisements, supplying on an average, ,01 decimal
per page and .003 decimal per advertisement, A sme.ll
table may make this more clear.
XI Table to show the distribution of decimals according
to pages and advertisements
Number
of
occur
ances
Numbe r
of
articles
Average
per page
Numbe r
of ad
vertis
ements
Average
per add.
Technical I56O 1469 4*5 91 .12
Non-Tech-
nical I" TT
.:i 2 .003
,1573 1480 93

V Chart
This graph page Is to shov/ the comparison between the uses
of decimals in technical and non-technical periodicals.
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Tech.
Tech.
Non-
tech.
Tech.
Non-
tech. Non-
Tech.
1560 13.
Total occurances.
1469 II
Occurances in
articles.
91 2
Occurances in
advertisements
Chart 5.

XII Table Another arrange raent of the decimals found in all the
fourteen periodicals discloses the difficulties In places;
Perl odi cals H0. Places i o\.a± s
i
I 2 4 5
The Personallst. 0
!
The Instructor 0
Atlantic Monthly I I
G-odd Housekeeping I I
Int. Journal Ethics I
Scrlbners 3 I 4
Religious Education I 5 6
Shoe and Leather Rep, 20 20
Iron Age 17 3 X 21
Oil, Paint, Drug Rep. 49 7 3 59
Textile Y/orld 37 88 16 I4I
Mathematics Teacher 19
i
-^^^ 108 239
Journal Educatlon.Res. 283 186 12 2 483
Bus Transportation 176 417 ! 4 597
Totals 606 820 [_I44 J 2 I 1573
The above data shows that only three occurances are
above three places in all fourteen periodicals. Of the
1573 occurances, 606 or 38;^ are of the first place, 820
or 52% are of the second place and I44 or 9% are of the
third place. Bus transportation has the largest number
of occurances and the Journal of Educational Research
the next largest, both technical periodicals.
c
VI. Chart
This graph shows the difficulties in the use of decimals
in the fourteen periodicals placed under one, tv;o, three,
four and five places. Two periodicals have no decimals at all,
three have only one decimal each,
1573
1573 is the total number occurances
606 is the total under one place
820 is the total under two places
144 is the total under three places
2 is the total under four places
I is the total under five places
606
144
38fo
Chart 6.
52^ 9% .0002

VI DSaiMALS IN PAMPHLETS
The following pamphlets were studied for their occurance
of decimals. They varied in size and numbers of pages.
1. Bamacea Company, Inc. Boston, Mass.
Commodity: Kloseklips
Use of decimals: Mone
2. Bifcdseye Packing Company, Inc. Kev; York
Commodity: Frosted Foods
Use of decimals: None
3. California Animal Products Company, New York
Commodity: Calo Cal and Dog Food
Use of decimals: None
4. Charles C. Copeland Company, Inc. Milton, Mass.
Commodity : Cider und other beverages
Use of decimals: None
5. Coca-Cola Company. Atlanta, G-a.
Commodity: Coca-Cola
Use of decimals: None
6« Crosse and Blackwell, Baltimore, Md.
Commodity: Royal Gift Box
Use of decimals: None
7.G-ood Luck Food Company, Inc. Rochester, Hew York
Commodity: Recipes
Use of decimals: None
8. The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company, New York
Commodity : Foods
Use of decimals: None
f
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9. The Junket Folks. Little Falls, New York
Commodity: Recipes
Use of decimals: None
10. My - T - Fine
Commodity: Dessert
Use of decimals: None
11. Packer Presser and Cooker Company. Brockton, Mass.
Commodity : Cookers
Use of decimals: None
12. The Pilgrim Sales Company. Springfield, Mass.
Commodity: Kloseklips
Use of decimals: None
13. Red Cap T/ind-o-Wash
Commodity: CleaBsing liquid
Use of decimals: None
14. Richardson and Robbins, Dover, Delaware.
Commodity: Recipes
Use of decimals :None
15 • The Sun-Rayed Company. Frankfort, Ind.
Commodity: Tomato Juice
Use of decimals: None
I6. General Electric Company. Scenectady, Nev/ Yorl
Commodity: Refrigerators
Use of decimals: cubit feet
Occurances: 9
Sample of most difficult decimals used: 6.7
rc
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I7» Nature Food Centers, Inc. Boston, Mass,
Commodity: Health Foods
Use of decimals: Percent
Occurances: 8
Sample of the most difficult decimal used: 1.083
18. Old Mother Hubbard Dog Food Company, Gloucester, Mass.
Commodity: Dog biscuit
Use of decimals: Percent
Occurances: 2
Sample of the most difficult decimal used: 1,6?
19. Peak Frean and Company, Ltd, London, England,
Commodity: "All V/heat"
Use of decimals: Percent
Occurances: 10
Sample of the most difficult decimal used: 4,03
The most interesting information found among the data
above presented is that so few of the descriptive booklets
designed to attract possible customer's attention to commod-
ities for sale use decimals at all-. Among the nineteen pam-
phlets studied, only four made axiy use at aStl of decimals.
Within these four are found tv/enty-nlne decimals of vrhich
tv/enty v;ere in percerxts, 68 percent, and nine or 32 percent
were in measures. Fourteen or 48 percent of the total of
tv;enty-nine decimals were of one place, seven or 24 percent
were of two -laces, and eight or 28 percent, were of three
places.
At the top of the next page may be found Ts-ble XII v/hich
will show more clearly the simple use of small decimals in
these pamphlets.
r1
XII. Table to show the
crlptive Pamphlets,
frequency of decimals In
the number
14 des-
of places
j
Places Percent
s
Totals Percent
s
One 5 9 48
Two 7 7 24
Three 8 8 28
Totals 20 9
.
29 100
Table XII. is read as follov/s: Of twenty decimals in
percents, five are of one place, seven are of two places,
and eight are of three places. Of nine decimals in meas-
ures, the nine are of one place. Of twenty-nine the total
number of decimals, fourteen or 48 percent are of the
first place, sever> or 24 percent are of the second place,
and eight or 28 percent are of the third place.
If decimals were necessary for descriptions of commod-
ities that are for sale there would have been more decimals
in these pamphlets. The booklet numbered nineteen, the one
from Peak, Frean and Company, of England has the largest
number of occurances v/hich is ten. The other three compan-
ies using decimals are American firms having two, eight,
and nine occurances respectively
•
r
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VI. b. DECIMALS IN MEY^SPAPERS
The pages of nev/spapers are doubtless read by more
people every day than any other pages of books ahd mag-
azines. It is said that newspapers print just what the
public at large wish to read so an analysis was made of
a dozen or more different papers, both morning and even-?-.!
i s sue s
•
For this study, it seems quite enough to record the
data found in only two of those papers, The Boston Even-
ing G-lobe, and The Boston Herald, the evening issue,
both of one date. These represent the day's nev;s and in-
dicates the decimals that were read by many individuals
that day providing they read all the sports, weather and
money reports and radio program decimals. -Only in the" Herald,
was thei^ one lone decimal other than these. It v/as in
the account of the death of a horce raceY" recording the
rate of speed of his favorite horse. The papers of many
days use no decimals outside the above mentioned reports
and radio programs. Only the Globe made mention of radio
meters on the day's paper used for this study.
r€
I. The Boston Evening G-lobe,
Boston, ilass. February
8, 1933
Use of the decimals
Pci'cenx,
Average: money market
Measures: radio meters
sports time
Money : exchange
Total occurances
Numbe r
of occ
II
25
19
I
18
74
Showing
the most
difficult
decimal
urances used
13.12
51.70
282.80
1.00^
.07.63
Percent
s
of totals
15
34
26
1
24
TOO
2, The Boston Herald,
iioston, i.'Iass. February
8, 1933. Ivlorning.
Use of decimals
Percent 12
Average: money market 155
Others: weather report 32
Total occurances 199
18.6
79.98
29.91
6
78
100
Summary of the usage of decimals in both newspapers
Percent
Average
Money
Measure s
Others
Total occurances
of decimals
23
180
18
20
32
273
8
66
7
7
12
100
c
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XIV. Table indicates the distribution of decimals found
in the two newspapers, according to two places of decimals
The Boston Herald The Boston Globe Both
No. of
Places
Number of
occurances Percent
Number of
occurances Percent Totals Percents
One 12 • 06 25 .33 37 .13
Two 187 .94 49 .62
_.216_ .87
Totals 199 1. 00 74 I.00 273 I -00
Table XIV is read as follows: Of the one hundred ninety-
nine occurances in The Boston Herald, twelve, or 6 percent
were of the first place and one hundred eighty-seven or 94
percent were of the second place. Of seventy-four occuran-
ces in The Boston Globe, twenty-five or 33 percent were of
the first place, and forty-nine or 67 percent ^ere of the
second place. Of two hundred seventy-three, the total num-
ber of occurances in both newspapers, thirty-seven or 13
percent were of the first place and two hundred thirty-
six or 87 percent were of the second place.
These data easily demonstrate that if the public does
read all the market, weather and sports reports and the
radio programs, it is not necessary for many individuals
to know anything about decimals. Wone in these newspapers
are greater than of two places and a large share is in
money, the use of v/hich is more or less knov/n to the
public.
rc
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XV Table shows the number of occurances in five uses as
found in the two newspapers
Uses of decimals Number of occurances Percents of total
Percents • 08
Ave rage s 180 .66
ivieasure s •07
Monej?- 18 .07
Others
.12
Totals 273 I. 00
Table XV. is read as follows: Of two hundred seventy-
three occurances in both newspapers, twenty-three or 8
percent were in percents, one hundred eighty or 66 per-
cent Y/ere in averages, twenty or 7 percent were in meas-
ures, eighteen or 7 percent were in money and thirty-two
or 12 percent were in other decimals.
It is clearly seen that most of the occurances were
in aipe rages. All other decimals make up one third of the
total of two hundred seventy-three occurances.
From this study of newspapers it Ic; evident that almost
100 percent of the decimals used are in the reports of
sports, v/efether and the stock market and radio programs.
These require no figuring in decimals.
€1
VIi. DECj.r;lAi.S IN TEXTBOOKS
An extensive use of decimals in textbooks for fifth
grade is shown in this study of The Alpha Individual Arith-
metics, Book V» Parts I an ' 2, published by the Supervisory-
Staff of the Summit Experiment School, Cincinnati, Ohio in
1931.
Of all the textbooks studied, this book's use of deci-
mals is recorded because of its larrre contribution of material
for fifth grade, its recent publication and large use of deci-
mals. It is representative of at least six fifth grade text-
books in arithmetic that are of recent publication and exten-
sively used in schools. These received careful study.
In The Unit L'astery Arithmetic (I) such examples as this
were found for adding: .25, .05, •008. In the Strayer-
Upton book (2) children were asked to, "tell what the answer
is to 32 decimal places." In The hlevi Day Arithmetic (3), the
child is asked to," Find .2 of .2". In ordinary work in life
situations one does not meet anything like these examples to be
calculated , easy though they may be to the trained expert.
AA over emphasis on drill exercises was found in most of the
books studied.
_
Stone, J. C, I!ills, C. N., Unit l'astery Arithmetic. Fifth
Grade, hsenj . E. Sp.nborn and Compr.ny, Boston, I 'ass. 19 32.
2.
Strayer-^ S. D., Upton, C. B., Strayer-Upton Arithmetics.
Middle trades. I92». Copter 3.
3.
Durell, F., Gillet, h. 0., Durell, T. J., The New Day Arith-
metics. Intermediate Book. Charles E» Merrill Company, New York.
Chapter VI.
I(
The data found in the textbooks will be classified
under U. S. money, other decimals; problems and drill
exercises; arithmetic subjects and places. The first dis-
tribution recorded is that of those decimals in problems
according to subjects, places, money and other decimals
as found in The Alpha Individual Arithmetic Book V.
XVI.Table to show the distribution of decimals in all
processes according to money, other decimals and
places in The Alpha Individual Arithmetic Book V.
Part I. Problems
U . S . Money
Wo. Places No. Places
Process Two One Two Three Totals
Addition 54 12 12
Addition and
subtraction I
Subtraction 7 II 14 32
Multiplication 24 I I
Multi'tion and
subtraction I
Divi sion o
Totals 96
i
i
'
19 12 14 45
From the data in Table XVI is found that in the first
part of Book V. for fi^^h grade there are ninety- six occur-
ances in U. £.. money and forty-five occurances in other
decimals. This makes a total of one hundred forty-one occur-
ances in part one distributed throughout the problems.
Other Decimals
c(
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XVII. Table to show the distribution of decimals in all
processes according to money, other decimals and places
in problems in The Al^ha Individual Arithmetic Book V.
Part 2.
U. S. Money Other Decimals
Process Number Places
One Two Three Totals One Two Three Totals
' Addition
!
9 9 4 6 10
1
Addition and
subtraction 2 8 10
1
Addition and
multiplication I I 2
1
Addition and
1
division 2 2 3 3
i
1
Subtraction 2 2 17 2 19
1
I Subtraction and
1
Division I 2 3
i
!
Multiplication
i
I 21 4 26 15 14 19
i Multi'tion and
1 addition
!
2 2 4
i
! Multi'tion and
i subtraction
!
3 I 4 4
j
Multi'tion and
division
i
I I
! Division 16 16 22 3 25
Division and
addition
1
I I
i
Division and
1
mult i
'
pli cat ioi 1 I I
Totals 5
1
64 5 74 65 I 87
From the above data in Table XVII may be found that in the
second part of the book five there are seventy- four occurances
in U. S. money and eighty -seven in other decimals making a
total of one hundred sixty-one. It is a credit to the book
r1
there are no decimals greater than three places in the prob-
lems but there seems to be no need of the fifteen decimals
of three places especially as they are mostly in part one
which contains the introductory work in decimals. The follev;
ing table is a summary of the decimals in problems in both
parts of The Alpha Individual Book V.
XVIII. Table to show a summary of the decimals in Tables
XVI. and XVII j those in problems according to pro-
cesses in The Alpha Individual Book V, Farts I and 2
Proce sse c Part I Part II Totals Percents
Addition 66 19 85 .28
Subtraction 39 21 60 .20
Multiplication 25 45 70 .23
Division 9 41 50 .17
Combined Processes 2 31 .12
Tota.ls occurances 141 I6I 302 1. 00
Percents of total
j
occurances in
problems .47 .53 1. 00
It is found in Table XVIII that of 302 occurances in
the problems, one hundred forty -one are in part I and one
hundred sixty-one are in part 2, Eighty-five or 85 percent
are in addition, sixty or 20 percent are in subtraction,
seventy-or 23 percent are in multiplication, fifty or 17
percent are in division and thirty-seven or 12 percent are
in combined processes.
It will be seen from Tables XVI and XVII that each of
most of the combined processes is represented by very few
decimals throughout the whole book.
ct
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In the drill exercises there are only four different
processes used in the v;hole Alpha book; three in part one and
four in part two. The following table shows the distribution
of occurances according to places as found in the processes,
separated under U. S. money and other decimals.
XIX Table to show the distribution of decimals in the four
processes according to places, money and other decimals
in parts one and two of the Alpha Individual Arith. Ek.V.
Proce 3ses U.S.Money Other Decimals
Fart II Part I 1
i
Part II
i
Wo.
Place s Wo.Places No. Places
IT I II III
Tot
als I II III
IV
V
iTot i
1 als '
Addition 3 94 III 68 273 20 IOC 6 2 126
Subtrac-
tion 0 61 63 172 16 91 9 6 122
:!uitipii-
cation 3 0 0 O: 49 55 44 0 148
Division 2 37 22 20 85 78 38 209
1
Totals
1
179 194 151 52Aji 170 324 95 16 605
Table XIX is read as follows: Of the total of eleven hundred
thirty-eight occurances in drill exercise^, in 2 p^rts
,
Alpha' Arith
.
,
only nine are in U. £. money and they are of the second place.
Eleven hundred twenty-nine occurances are other decimals. Of
these, five hundred twenty-four are in part one; one hundred
seventy-nine of place one, one hundred ninety-four of place
two, and one hundred fifty-one of place three. Six hundred five
are in part two; one hundred seventy of place one three hundred
twenty-four of place two, ninety-five of place three, fifteen
of place four and one of place five. These make totals as
^ There was one occurance J)f fifth place in reduction.
(
follows; three hundred forty-nine occurances In 'first place,
five hundred twenty-seven of second place, two hundred fifty-
six of third place, fifteen of fourth place and one of fifth
place. Five hundred twenty-four is 46 percent of the total of
eleven hundred and thirty-eight occurances in drill exercises
in partB one and six hundred fourteen occurances in part tv/o
is 54 percent of the total drill exercise deciinals#
A further distribution of occurances as they are used in
problems and drill exercies under processes will be of interest*
XX Table to show the summary of decimals throughout the tv;o parts
of the Alpha Individual Arithmetic Book V, in problems and
drill exerciBes
Frequency of
occurances
Proce sse s PrcbleT.s Brill Totals Pe roent °
Addition 65 399 484 .34
jSubtraction 60 297 357 .25
jlvlultiplication 70 152 222 .15
1
Division 50 290 340 .23
Combined
Proce sse s 37 0
__37 .03
Totals 302 II38 1440 1. 00
Table XX is read as follows; Of the t otal, fourteen hun-
dred forty occurances throughout the Alpha Individual Arith-
metic Book V, three hundred two are .in part one and eleven
hundred thirty-eight are in part two* Of the total, four hundred
eighty-four or 34 percent are in addition, three hundred fifty-
seven or 25 percent are in subtraction, tv/o hundred twenty-two
or fifteen percent are in multiplication, three hundred forty
tr
r
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or 23 percent are in division, and thirty-seven or 3 percent
are in combined processes.
The follov/ing table is a summarj'- of the total, fourteen
hundred forty decimals in parts one and two of the Alpha book
according to places and the distribution through problems
and drill exercises •
XXI Table to show the occurances of decimals according to
place as distributed through problems and drill exercises
in the Alpha Individual Arithm.etic Book V.
Places Part one Part tv;o Totals Percents
Problem.s Drill Problems Drill
One
-
19 70 179 170 438 .30
1
Two 108 85 194 333 720 .50 i
Three l4 6 95 151 266 .19
Four 0 0 0 15 15 i
.01
Five 0 a 0 I I
Totals I4T I6I 468 670 1440 1. 00
Table XXI is read as follov;s: Of fourteen hundred forty
total occurances, one hundred forty-one are in problems, one
hundred sixty-one are in drill in part one and four hundred
sixty-eight are in problems and .six hundred seventy are in
drill in part tv/o. Of fourteen hundred forty occurances, four
hundred thirty-eight or 30 percent are of place one, seven,
hundred tv/enty or 50 percent are of place two, tv/o hundred
sixty-six or 19 percent are of place three, fifteen are of
place four and one is of five making I percent.
It is plainly seen that there are more decimals in drill
exercises and that there are defciflials in each of five places.
It is good to see 80 percent of the first two places.
(c
VII Chart
This graph Is to show the distribution of occurances
in the Alpha Individual Arithmetic Book V. accorfiing to
the number of places
1440
This graph is read as
as follows: Of 1440 the
total occurances, 438 or
30^ are of the first place,
720 are of the second
place; 50%, 266 or 197o are
of the third place, 15 of
720 fourth place and I of
fifth place are
438
266
15 I
I
100^ 30^ 50% 19% 1%
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It is Interesting to discover the Alpha book's use of
decimals in U. S. money compared wltja use in other decimals.
Children use decimals in money more than in any other v/ay
as do ad.ults» The following table v.'ill show that only 13
percent of the occurances of decimals throughout the book are
in U. £. money.
T^'^ile to shov,' tho di stributic" 'ecimals in the A^pha
Individual Arithmetic Book V, according to places under
U« S. money and other -"'ecimals.
Cccur-i(.nce3
Places U. S. money Other decim.als Totals of total
One 433 438 .30
: Two 169 551 720 .50
Three 5 261 266 .19
Four 0 15 15
.01
Five r\ T I
Totals 179 I26I 1440 1. 00
!
r'ercents 87 i
1
Table XXII is read as follows: Of fourteen hundred forty
occurances of decimals in the Alpha Individual Book V. one
hundred seventy-nine or 13 percent are in U. S. m.oney and one
thousand two hundred sixty-one or 87 percent are in other deci-
mals. Of one hundred seventy-nine occurances in IT. S. money,
five are of first place, one hundred sixty-nine are of second
place and five are of third place. Of tv/elve hundred sixty-one
occurances in other decimals, four hundred thirty-three are of
first place, five hijindred fifty-one are of second place, two
hundred sixty-one are of third place, fifteen are of fourth
rc
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ylu^e and -"C is of fifth place. Of fourteen hundred forty
occurances, four hundred or 30 percent are of first place,
seven hundred tv/ent^r or 50 percent are of second place, two
hundred sixty-six or 19 percent are of third place and fifteen
of fourth and one of fifth places make only I percent,
A summary of the uses mads of decimals in the Alpha Book V.
will disclose the fact that 75 percent of the total occurances
are confined to drill exercises. It is no v/onder that high school
students have difficulty in" mathem.atics involving decimals.
XXIII Table to shov
Texttook accoi'
,
the
Jng
cistribution of decimals in the Alpha
to uses in measures, m.oney and d.rill.
Uses of de Gimbals l^Tumber of occurances Percents of total
Measure s 176 .12
Money 179 .13
Others (drill) 1085 .75
1440 1 .00
Table XXIII i read as follows: Of fourteen hundred forty
occurances in the alpha Book V, one hundred seventy-six or 12
percent are in measures, one hundred seventy-nine or 13 per-
cent are in money and ten hundred eighty-five or 75 percent
are in others v/hich m.eans drill exercises.
Nine occurances of the 179 in money are in drill exercies.
This leaves three hundred forty-six occurances or 23 percent
only, for practical use. Of the totil occurances throughout
the book only 302 decimals are found in the problems in both
parte.
This textbook is but a sample of several used in many
schools. It is an improvement on some recent books and it is
hoped that a revision v/ill deiete many drill exercises.
cc
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Three summary tables follov; showing comparisons of the
use of decimals in the five main sources sighted in this study.
XXIV Table shov;s a summary of t IB e s of decimals found in
Statistics, Periodicals, Pamphlets
,
Newspapers and Text-
bool^s
.
xiver Me a s
Sources Percent age s ure s T.Toney
1
Q + "h g 2f F, Totals Fercent
s
Statistics IIIC4 4763 7527 2352 199 25945 .86
•Tel X Ud CIJL >3 ^ • ^ ou .07
Pamphlets 20 0 9 0 0 29 .001
Newspapers 23 180 20 18 32 273 .01
Textbooks e 0 176 179 1085 1440 .06
Totals 11838 5285 7761 2549 1827 29260 I. OCT
-
- rc :;nt s 43 17 26 8 6 100
1
Table X.XIV is read as follov/s: Of eleven thousand eight
hundred thirty-eight occurances in percent s, eleven thousand
one hundred four v/ere in statistics, six hundred ninety-one
in periodicals, tv/enty in pamphlets, twenty-three in news-
papers and none in textbooks. Of five thousand tv;o hundred
eighty-five occurances in averages, four thousand seven hun-
dred sixty-three were in statistics, three hundred forty-tv/o
in periodicals none in pamphlets and textbooks, and one hun-
dred eighty in newspapers. Of seven thousand seven hundred
sixty-one occurances in measures, seven thousand five hundred
twenty-seven were in statistics, tv;enty-nine in periodicals,
nine in pamphlets, twenty'" in nev;spapers and one hundred seven-
ty-six in textbooks. Of two thousand five hundred forty-nine
pccurances in monies, two thousand three hundred fifty-tv/o
(I
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were in statistics, none in periodicals and pamphlets, eight-
een were in newspapers, and one hundred seventy-nine were in
textbooks. Of the one thousand eight hundred twenty-seven
occurances in others, one hundred ninety-nine were in statis-
tics, five hundred eleven in periodicals, none in pamphlets,
thirty-two in nev/spapers and one thoucand eighty- fiije in text-
books. Of the total occurances from all sources, twenty-nine
thousand two hundred sixty, tv/enty-five thousand nine hundred
forty-five or 86 percent were in statistics, one thousand five
hundred seventy-three, or 7 percent were in periodicals, twen-
ty-nine, or 01 percent were in pamphlets, two hundred seventy-
three or I percent v/ere in newspapers and one thousand four
hundred forty or 6 percent were in textbooks. Of the total
occurances, ^3 percent were in percents, 26 percent were in
measures, I? percent were in averages, 8 percent were in monies
and 6 percent were in other decimals.
The follov/ing table is a summary of thd|iable above showing
the compariLon in oercents.
yOCV Table to ghow in percents the uses of
five sources.
decimals from the
Source s Percent Average Measure Money Others Totalti
Statistics 38 15 25 08 006 866
Periodicals 023 on 001 017 071
Pam-phlet s 0006 0 0004 0 n OQI
Nev;spapers 0007 006 ^006 0005 001 01.
Textbook.- 0 006 006 045
Table XXV is read as follows: Of the total occurances, 38
percent were in percents in statistics, 25 percent in measures
in statistics, 15 percent in ^v.r'a.seG in statistics, 8 percent
were in monies in statistics, 4 percent v;ere in others in text-
(c
books 2 percent v/ere In percents and others in periodicals,
I percent was in averages in periodicals and all the rest v/ere
less than one percent of the total, t vvent3'--nine thousand tv/o
hundred sixty occurances. Textbooks and periodicals for adults
shov: similar figures in Tables X>:iV, percents, XXV, total per-
cents anf' jPable XXVI, column totals.
One more summary compares the use of decimals from the
same five sources, statistics, periodicals, pamphlets, nev/s-
papers and textbooks, according to places.
XX*/! Table to show a summary of the decimal^ found in stati^:-
tios, periodicals, pamphlets, newspapers and textbooks
according to places
Places Statis-
tics
Period-
icals
"Pamph-
lets
Nev;s-
papers
Text-
books
Totals
One 17947 6C6 14 37 438 19042
Two 5540 820
.
7 236 720 7323
Three I2TI 144 8 0 266
Four
Five
589
368 I
0
0
0
0
15
I
606
370
370
Six 218 0 r-, 0 0 218
Seven 5 0 0 0
Eight 64 0 0 0 0 64
Nine 2 0 0 0 0 2
Ten 0 0 0 0 I
. -f .O OCA. u.-K^' 25945 1573 29 273 1440 2926C
Table XXVI is read as follows: Of nineteen thousand forty-
two occurances of first place, seventeen thousand nine hundred
forty-seven are in statistics, six hundred six are in period-
icals, fourteen are in pamphlets, thirty-seven are in newspap-
ers and four hundred thirty-eight are in textbooks. Of seven
rc
thousand three hundred twenty-three occurances of second
place, five thousand five hundred forty are in statistics,
eight hundred tv/enty are in periodicals, seven are in
pamphlets, two hundred thirty-six are in nev/spapers and seven
hundred twenty are in textbooks. Of one thousand six hundred
twenty-nine occurances of third place, tv/elve hundred eleven
are in statistics, ons hundred forty-four are in periodicals,
eight are in pamphlets and two hundred sixty-six are in text-
books. Of six hundred six occurances of fourth place, five
hundred eighty-nine are in statistics, two are in periodicals,
and fifteen are in textbooks. Of three hundred seventy occur-
ances of fifth place, three hundred sixty-eight are in Sta-
tistics one is in periodicals and one in textbooks. Of two
hundred eighteen occurances of sixth place, all are in statis-
tics. Five occurances of seventh place, sixty-four of eighth
place, two of ninth place and one of tenth place are all in
statistics.
The simplicity of the use of decimals outside that of
schoolroom practice, use of decimals in statistics and tech-
nical periodicals is shown in this study. Ninety- five percent
of the total twenty-nine thousand two hundred sixty occurances
and also ninety-five percent of the twenty-five thousand nine
hundred forty- five decimals in stati sites are carried no fur-
ther than third place. The fifteen hundred seventy occurances
of the first three places in periodicals make ninety- nine
plus percent and all of the occurances In pamphlets are no
more difficult than three places. No decimal in the two news-
papers is carried further than the second place. The Alpha
cc
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Individual Arithmetic Book V also ranks v;ell in thic respect
for ninety- eight percent of their fourteen hundred forty
occurances are of the first three places.
Another intersting ohservance is that of the decimals in
places above the third place, tenth place in statistics, eighth
place in industry and fifth place in periodicals are in measures
while the decimal of fifth place in the textbook is in drill
work. In the problems of the Alpha book no greater decimal than
of third place is used.
This textbook for fifth grade may be classified vrith technic
cal periodicals in difficulty for its use of decimals in fifth
place. Mon-technical magazines c-.rrj'- decimals only through third
place as is shown in Table XII p. 47. The Alpha bobk provides
only one hundred thirty-three less decimals than fourteen peri-
odicals for fifth grade children and only one hundred twenty
less than the seven technical periodicals recorded in this
study which are read by highly specialized adults. Only 20 per-
cent of the total occurances in the textbook are found in the
problems. Eighty percent then, are occurances of decimals main-
ly to furnish material for drill exercises that make teaching
easy and textbooks thicker. Children need excellent memories
for such drill work. In Tccble XIX on p. 6l it is found that
4l percent of the total occurances are more difficult than
addition and subtraction. These are multiplication 15 percent,
division 23 percent, and combined processes 3 percent. This
leaves 59 percent therefore, in addition and subtraction.
Fifth grade children and highly trained adults meet simi-
lar difficulties in their use of decimals, but for the most part
adults merely read decimals, children are required to figure the
ci
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TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS
The dlognosis of the data recorded in this study
makes possible the following tentative conclusions:
1. Industries
A large percent of the employees in Industry
have no need of any knowledge of decimals. A small pro-
portion which are those who do highly technical v;ork
need expert knov/ledge of decimals.
2. Statistics
The complication of statistics is a highly tech-
nical activity requiring expert use of difficult deci-
mals. The reader needs only a reading knowledge.
3. Periodicals
Technical periodicals make use of a skillful
knowledge of decimals not found in periodicals classi-
fied as non-technical, "but reading only is required.
4. Advertisement pamphlets
Exceedingly fev decimals and those very simple
were found in advertisement pamphlets of commodities.
5« Newspapers
The decimals found in newspapers are almost ex-
clusively in statistics made by experts, others merely read them.
6. Textbooks in arithmetic
There is found in textbooks in arithmetic a use
of decimals far surpassing that needed in actual life
situations of other than highly specialized adults.
cf
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SUGGESTIONS
From this study the following suggestions are present-
ed for careful consideration,
I* That the course in arithmetic for the elementary
grades omit all decimals other than those in dollars and
cents, except a reading knowledge,
2. That the junior high school group may be taught
simple percentage of not more than two places in commonly
used percents such as 10%, 25^, 50%; the reading of time
tables or other decimalized tables, including an under-
completely throughout the school v/ork in arithmetic.
4, That the teaching of difficult figuring in deci-
arises, or that figurine in decimals be left to be learned at v/
5. That the time thus saved be used in perfect mastery
of the fundamentals, or in enrichment through appealing
content subjects^
standing of sports records.
3« That drill in calculation in decimals.be deletedA
mals be defejj^d to work in trade schools as the need
c
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